

**Publications (* peer reviewed)*

**Books**


**Journal articles**

* Heuer, Jan-Ocko; Zimmermann, Katharina (forthcoming): Unravelling deservingness: Which criteria do people use to judge the relative deservingness of welfare target groups? – A vignette-based focus group study. Accepted for publication in: Journal of European Social Policy


Book chapters


Zimmermann, Katharina; Chung, Heejung and Heuer, Jan-Ocko (2018): Attitudes towards education, social investment and the labour market. In: Peter Taylor-Gooby, Benjamin Leruth (Eds.): Attitudes, aspirations and welfare: Social policy directions in changing times, Palgrave Macmillan:


Other publications (working paper etc.)


SELECTED TALKS AND CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES

Invited talks

Zimmermann, Katharina: “Political and Social Polarization in Germany”. Invited presentation at the workshop on Political and Social Polarization in Europe, Stiftung Genshagen, Krakow (December 3, 2019).

Zimmermann, Katharina: “Political and Social Polarization in Germany”. Invited presentation at the workshop on Political and Social Polarization in Europe, Stiftung Genshagen, Nantes (January 28, 2019).

Zimmermann, Katharina: „EU-Professionals“. Guest lecture in the Master of European Governance and Administration at Humboldt-Universität Berlin (April 26, 2018).


Zimmermann, Katharina: “Employment policy implementation mechanisms in the European Union, the United Kingdom and Germany”. Invited presentation at the Seminar on employment policy implementation mechanisms, ILO, Geneva (November 4-5, 2013)

Selected conference presentations and organisation of conference streams

2019


Tatjana Rakar, Heejung Chung, Mi Ah Schøyen, Katharina Zimmermann and Maša Filipovič Hrast: Conditionality and family policy: social rights vs. social investment or neoliberal logic? Presentation at the 2019 ESPAnet conference in Stockholm (September 5-7, 2019).

2018

Zimmermann, Katharina; Baier, Christian; Büttner, Sebastian, Gengnagel, Vincent: The power of nomination – EU speech and the language games in research funding. Accepted for
Zimmermann, Katharina; Heuer, Jan-Ocko: Redistribution reinforced: citizens’ perceptions of welfare conditionality from a multidimensional perspective. Accepted for presentation at the WFS Final Conference; Florence, Italy (May 24-25, 2018).

2017


2016


Heuer, Jan-Ocko; Leruth, Benjamin; Chung, Heejeung; Mau, Steffen; Taylor-Gooby, Peter; Zimmermann, Katharina (2016): Attitudes towards the welfare mix: How citizens in Germany and the United Kingdom attribute responsibilities for social welfare to state, market, and family – and why. Paper presented at the 2016 ESPAnet conference in Rotterdam (September 1-3, 2016).

2015


Katharina Zimmermann: "Social Inclusion funded by Europe? The impact of the European Social Fund on local social and employment policies”. Presented at the “Second EU Cohesion Policy Conference 'Challenges to EU Cohesion Policy in 2014-2020: An Academic and Policy Debate” in Riga (February 4-6, 2015).

2014

Zimmermann, Katharina: Active inclusion funded by Europe? The impact of the European Social Fund on local social and employment policies. Paper presented at the 12th annual ESPAnet conference in Oslo (September 4-6, 2014)

Zimmermann, Katharina and Rice, Deborah: Social and employment services for the long-term unemployed in Germany: Under which conditions are activation policies “social
investment”? Paper presented at the Young Researchers' Conference "Delivering integrated employment policies" in Bordeaux (May 12-13, 2014)

Zimmermann, Katharina and Rice, Deborah: Social and employment services for the long-term unemployed in Germany. Under which conditions are activation policies “social investment”? Paper presented at the conference “Assessing the Social Investment Strategy” in Lausanne (April 10-11, 2014)

2013


Zimmermann, Katharina: Local policy integration funded by Europe? The impact of the European Social Fund on local social and employment policies in Germany. Paper presented at the “Ph.D. conference: Local welfare systems and social cohesion”; Barcelona (June 10-12, 2013)

Aurich, Patrizia; Graziano, Paolo and Zimmermann, Katharina: Stakeholder Participation and Policy Integration in Local Social and Employment Policies: Germany and Italy compared. Paper presented at the PART_WEL Conference; Pisa (January 31 – February 1, 2013)

Hamburg, March 2020